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Typical Applications
The sleek lines of the extruded 

aluminum frame and blades make 

the 60 Series airfoil return grille well 

suited to architectural applications. 

With clean lines and single piece 

sections up to 96 in. x 36 in., the 60 

Series grille is ideal for installations 

that demand large grilles in single 

piece construction.

CONSTRUCTION 
 + Grille Spacing

 -  ¾ in. (60)

 - ½ in. (70)

 + Blade Orientation

 - Parallel to long dimension (60L/70L)

 -  Parallel to short dimension (60S/70S)

 + Mounting

 - Surface Mount

 - Lay-In

 -  Exposed Duct

 -  Panel Mount

 + Available Sizes

 - Maximum one piece: 36 in. x 96 in. 

 -  Oversized construction available 

 + Options

 -  Steel Damper (60D/70D) 

 -  Aluminum Damper (60DAL/70DAL) 

 -  Filter Frame (60FH/70FH)

Product Highlights

Quality Construction and Architectural Appeal 
The 60 Series return grille features premium quality, extruded aluminum construction, 
resulting in clean, crisp detailing to blend with almost any architectural surrounding. The 
heavy extruded aluminum blades are fixed at a 45° angle for minimal see-through.

Multiple Configurations 
A variety of construction options allow for complete customization and a product that is 
well suited to most spaces. This product is available with a choice five border styles, four 
fastening options, and optional mounting frames making this product extremely versatile 
and easy to accommodate.

Filer Frame
The filter frame option is designed for recirculating air systems. The filter frame option 
accepts standard 1 in. filter media and is available in three styles that allow access to 
the filter for cleaning and maintenance, including: 

 + A combination of ¼ turn fasteners and a hinge-tab mechanism that allows hinging or 
complete removal of the grille  

 + A combination of ¼ turn fasteners and a piano hinge that allows hinging of the grille 

 + ¼ turn quick release fasteners that allow complete removal of the grille

Optional Damper (reverse) Optional Filter Frame (reverse)

60 Series Airfoil Return Grille Installed
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Product Improvement is a continuing endeavour at Price. Therefore, specifications are subject to change without notice.
Consult your Price Sales Representative for current specifications or more detailed information. Not all products may be

available in all geographic areas. All goods described in this document are warranted as described in the Limited Warranty
shown at priceindustries.com. The complete Price product catalog can be viewed online at priceindustries.com.
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